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 In NOURISHING DIETS bestselling author Sally Fallon Morell explores the diet plans of our primitive ancestors from
around the world--from Australian Aborigines and pre-industrialized Europeans to the inhabitants of "Blue Zones" in
which a high percentage of the populations live to 100 years or even more. It asks curious dieters to look back to their
ancestors' eating habits to find a "new" way to consume that shuns grains, most dairy, and processed foods. But, while
diet plan books with Paleo in the name sell well--are they correct? In seeking to the recipes and foods of the past,
Fallon Morell points visitors to what they should actually be eating--the key principles of traditional diet programs from
across cultures--and presents recipes to greatly help translate these suggestions to the modern home make.Sally Fallon
Morell, bestselling author of Nourishing Traditions, debunks diet myths to explore what our ancestors from around the
globe really ate--and what we can study from them to be healthy, fit, and better nourished, todayThe Paleo craze has
bought out the world. Had been paleolithic and ancestral diets actually grain-free, low-carb, and predicated on all lean
meat?
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How is this book different from Nourishing Traditions? Nourishing Traditions is primarily a cookbook that includes
introductory and contextual information regarding traditional diet plans. While Nourishing Diets includes many recipes
that are not in Nourishing Traditions, I wouldn't characterize it as a cookbook. The recipe section  What all the
civilizations had in keeping was the actual fact that each of them ate Real Food, indigenous to their personal locality
and grown and ready according to character. It employs almost 200 webpages of detailed information on ancestral diet
plans. My stage is for all those who curently have Nourishing Traditions, this brand-new book is different enough that I
believe it is a very worthwhile examine. If you want more information about traditional diet programs, read Weston
A.With that said, I would like to clarify that having the reserve Nourishing Traditions isn't necessary to browse and
understand Nourishing Diet programs. In addition Sally writes about "Accurate Blue Zones: How Long- Lived People
Really Eat", and "What things to Eat? the author has lost credibility with me. I actually loved Sally Fallon's Nourishing
Diets because I'm a history foodie buff.. The best of Sally's books--easy to read and very informative/interesting!For all
those of us who have a keen interest in how people nourished themselves historically, I recommend this book as an
incredibly well-researched companion to Nourishing Traditions.  Europe: The Foods We Prefer to Eat.   Crash diets come
and proceed but the old methods endure among those willing to seek them out. Despite the fact that I have read a fair
amount upon this subject matter, I learned much more! We will read the publication as a community in our Nourished
Book Golf club on Facebook now that it's been released! A study of the foodways of our ancestors I thoroughly enjoyed
reading this book and learned so very much about the ancestral cultures. I really like Sally's books. To put all of my
favorite things in one easy to read publication can be delightful. I am on my second browse of the reserve because I
would like to make sure I grab everything. This publication will be extremely ideal for someone consuming in the
Ancestral Way. I found it to be extremely well-written and quite fascinating! Price's research, however it expands
significantly beyond it with a wide selection of references and geographic areas. Fascinating It was well written and
ultra fascinating. This book is filled with interesting details, but is very readable and understand (not specialized). I
really like history and really enjoyed reading about the original foods and their preparation of cultures from around the
world. Sally also includes a lot of interesting footnotes throughout the book to help expand explain various parts. It's
also clear the writer has a sense of humor. There were several times I laughed aloud reading this. The book is mainly
information about the cultures, split into a different chapter for each. By the end of the book, it summarizes how to
apply this understanding in our personal lives and includes recipes. She also references numerous books throughout and
has a very long bibliography of books I'll probably be looking up in the future. It's rather frustrating that the paleo
authors didn't do their homework, or could it be that they rewrote history to what they want visitors to believe? Mann.
I've read his 1491 reserve (here on Amazon; an excellent publication) on what the Americas were really like before
Columbus. It's very eye-opening, and I want the info was known by the masses. I was happy to find that Sally included
his details rather than just going with the "mainstream" fake knowledge that the Indians were all tree-hugging hippies
surviving in the midst of a large number of miles of virgin wilderness.This book is mostly information, not solely a
cookbook.We learn about the nourishing diet programs of the Australian Aborigines: PROBABLY THE MOST Paleo of
these All, Native Americans: Guts and Grease, The Far North: Seal Essential oil and Whale Blubber, The South Seas:
Abundance and Beauty, Africa: The Land of Fermented Foods, Asia: Variety and Monotony,   Price's book, Diet and
Physical Degeneration. And if you want more dishes, have a look at Sally's books about broth or Nourishing Traditions.
Fascinating Read - Excellent Research I came across Sally Morell's NOURISHING Diet programs fascinating. As CEO of
the National Billiard Academy, diet is extremely important for athletes, so I read much about diet plans. This reserve
takes all of the guess workout of might know about be consuming because Sally did incredible research. It is also an
easy examine if you like history and learning about people's across the world and after that learning that there is a
common denominator to all the diets - fat. Many thanks Sally for another great publication.! Thank you quite definitely
for educating me. Yet, I consistently read from mainstream press how we once used to eat mostly plant-centered foods.
George Orwell would contact that "newspeak" and the reality would decrease the "memory space hole" had been it not
really for Sally's reserve bringing it all together in a single concise record of truth. Nourishing Diet plans is a fascinating
consider the traditional, nourishing diets of days gone by. So lots of the so called health minded have a tendency to



embrace the "everything in moderation" or the "80/20" rule and then wonder why they continue to experience health
difficulties that their less healthful minded peers face. I am students of history, genealogy is my hobby and I'm a
devotee to cooking food. I managed to get through only one of the ten CDs before “pulling the plug. The matter that
stands out if you ask me and resonates may be the variety of foods each one of these different cultures ate.. This is the
book for you. I really like Sally Fallon's books which one is not any exception I love Sally Fallon's books which one is no
exception! It's absolutely amazing history and implies that modern diet trends derive from lies, so the conclusions for
their principles are total error. Price Foundation was founded by Sally, she's started the reserve off by focusing on the
civilizations that Weston A. Cost visited back the 1930s. Most of us want to believe that there surely is "some special
diet or way to eat" that people all must do in order to be healthy. You changes your brain after reading these chapters.is
approximately 40 pages long and includes recipes for grains, soups and stews, nutrient-dense snack foods, organ meats,
cooking with blood, seafood, vegetables, fermented condiments, and desserts I am excited to try. I seem to be encircled
by people that have gone "vegan" (or vegetarian) - in the hopes to be curing their health issues. Happily, this publication
dispels that myth. Animal foods and byproducts had been included in all the different civilization's diet plans. It was a
fun read due to all of the peeks into personal journals and diaries from people living at that time, with their insightful
and informative perspectives from that time/place, and the conclusions they drew from their observations. If you like to
consume crickets, buy the book. Riveting This well written book on traditional diets around the globe is an enjoyable,
informative go through. The book is completely researched. Not some zero fat hype about what several countries
supposedly ate, but footnoted proof as ti what they really ate. Who Knew Actual Paleo Peoples Cultivated and Ate
Grains? Nourishing Diet programs does include highlights of Dr. Just think about Eskimos and their lack of plant foods.
Those records give us a first hand account of what they foraged, grew, cultivated, hunted, gathered and ate, and how
they ready it! Since Weston A. Too late to come back, sadly, so the book will be sent to the recycle bin. So much for
'paleo diet' being what folks believe that it is. One writer I was happy to see a mention of in the chapter on the
American Indians is normally Charles C. Each one of these crazy and interesting foods they ate are nothing at all I've
have you ever heard before, but whole-heartedly believe it. A wonderful read. I would recommend this book to anyone
seeking to end up being educated in how "truly healthy" people ate. We don't enjoy taking in crickets and other bugs
recommended as part of The Nourishing Diet programs. The insect recipes should be mentioned on the back cover so
that people understand before buying; Translating the Wisdom of Our Ancestors right into a Healthy Modern Diet". To
believe the aborigines cultivated grain! Informative Informative Great disappointment What a total disappointment. This
should have been a very interesting book. However, instead of referencing the work of significant archeologists and
other researchers, it resorts to using mostly anecdotal resources, cherry-picked to strengthen the books hypothesis. The
conditions apologia, jeremiad, polemic and even fairy tale kept coming to mind. I own every one and frequently refer to
them.” Yes, diet plan is important and industrial foods are questionable, but this book isn't a credible source to handle
this issue. Fascinating book We was blessed to have been gifted a duplicate of this reserve. They had to eat from the
property and ate what was available. I found it thoroughly documented and very interesting to delve deeper into each
area and learn not merely what was eaten but in some situations the preparation strategies, which is why those same
foods, when not prepared in the traditional way, create medical issues when consumed. So many of today's crash diets
and trends derive from a small singular component of what was/is certainly perceived to become a healthy diet without
looking at how that component fits within a dilemna. Nourishing Diets supplies the bigger picture as well as the
underlying principles that tie all truly nourishing diets together. If we're able to embrace the wisdom of yesteryear we
are able to eliminate so lots of the health issues we face today. Surely, lots of plants, but not primarily as mainstream
media would have us believe.. Weston A. Great book Want to eat well and get healthy? could it be they either haven't
understood or haven't completely embraced the underlying concepts outlined in Nourishing Diet programs?
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